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Standard 14-bus IEEE system was used to apply the
suggested idea in this work[6]. The system in balance case
was been analyzed. Then the case for two-phase symmetric
(one phase unbalance) was analyzed. In addition, the
three-phase unbalance was analyzed, in the second step. The
proper three single phase STATCOM was used to rebalance
the voltage in each case. The results show that the addition of
the STATCOM can retain the unbalance to be within the
standard values. A single line diagram of the IEEE 14-bus
standard system is shown in Figure 1.

Abstract— Power Quality (PQ) is one of the basic requirements
of modern power systems. Voltage unbalance is one of the
problems of power quality. Different components were used to
improve the voltage unbalance in high voltage power system, such
as STATCON, SVC, DVR . . . etc. In the present work, the
mitigation of unbalance voltage using three single phase
STATCOM is given. Where the standard IEEE 14-bus system was
used. First, the weakest bus was identified. The STATCOM was
connected to the weakest bus. The cases for different unbalance
voltages were been studied. These cases were been studied using
three-phase load flow. The proper STATCOM compensation for
these cases was found using proper equation of unbalance
voltage. The results were been compared, discussed and given in
the following paragraphs.
Keywords —– Power Quality,
STATCOM, three-phase load flow.
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II. DEFINITION OF UNBALANCE VOLTAGES
The unbalance voltage was been defined using many forms:
A. Symmetrical components.
The basis for the analysis of unbalance in a three-phase
power system is bases on the symmetrical positive, negative
and zero component. The value of voltage unbalance formula
(VUF) is given by [7, 8]:
%VUF =
*100
----------- (1)

unbalance,

I. INTRODUCTION
The quality of power (PQ) is very important now. Sensitive
loads need high quality power supply. It contains many issues,
such as sag, swell, unbalance, harmonics . . . etc. Power
quality can be mitigated using different equipment such as
Flexible A.C. Transmission Systems, Dynamic Voltage
Restorer, Power Flow Quality Compensator . . . etc. [1,2,3]. In
recent years, the study of unbalance voltages represents a vital
important issue [4, 5].
The voltage unbalance can be result due to many reasons.
Unbalance faults can cause unbalance in system voltages. In
addition, non-linear and unbalance loads can cause voltage
unbalance. The unbalance in voltages due to unsymmetrical
loads is the scope of the study in this work. The system in this
case is in steady state conditions. Load flow program is the
proper tool to analyze the system. Three-phase load flow
program was being proposed for the analyses of the system.

Vp =

------------ (2)

Vn =

-------------(3)

B. NEMA definition
This definition was been given by NEMA. It is termed the
“line voltage unbalance rate” (LVUR). It depends on the
average of the three line voltages and the maximum deviation
between any of the line-to line voltages from the average
line-to-line voltage:
%LVUR=
*100 …(4)
C. IEEE definition
The IEEE definition also approximates VUF. It is similar to
the NEMA definition except for the use of the term RMS
phase-phase voltages instead of RMS line-line voltages. It
depends on the maximum deviation of any of the three-phase
phase voltages from the average phase voltage. It is termed
the “phase voltage unbalance rate” (PVUR). There is another
IEEE definition defining unbalance as the ratio of the
difference between the maximum and minimum phase
voltages
and
the
average
phase
voltage.
%PVUR=
*100 . (5)
D. CIGRÉ definition
The CIGRÉ definition employs a simple algebra but gives
better approximate results compared with b and c formulas
(more accurate):
%VUF=

Fig 1 IEEE 14-bus test system
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n=
………...(7) case of unbalance load and prove that the proposed scheme
has good ability for current and voltage unbalance
The IEEE definition of voltage unbalance is used in this compensation [14].
In 2014 Ana Rodríguez and others studied the
work. It is simple and give reasonably accurate values.
implementation
of STATCOM for carrying the effect of
According to IEEE Std. 1547.2 - 2008 the voltage unbalance
voltage
balance
absence in the point of common coupling
factor should be below “2% to 3%”. The IEC standard, gives
PCC,
the
voltage
balance absence causes negative sequence
voltage unbalance factor must be below 2% during a long
currents
to
be
founded
in PCC. By means of STATCOM an
period. It is clear, that an excessive level of voltage unbalance
can impose serious impacts on any equipment connected in independent control introduced for positive and negative
the grid system [9, 10]. In this work voltage unbalance is voltage sequences, an improved controller is added to
calculated (using definition C) before and after compensation. improve its behavior [15].
In this paper, the proposed method focused on voltage
unbalance
mitigation by using three single phase STATCOM,
III. THREE PHASE LOAD FLOWS
that scheme gives the ability to composite the voltage
The goal of power flow calculation is to calculate the
unbalance for each phase separately. The weak bus is selected
voltage information (magnitude and angle) for each bus for
to connect the STATCOM to it. Single and three-phase
specific load and generation conditions. If this information is
unbalance are taken into consideration. The proposed method
known, the real and reactive power flow in each line can be
is applied using MATLAB M-file; the results are discussed
calculated and the reactive power for the generator can be
and compared to prove the activity of the proposed method.
determined [11. 12]. Power flow solution started by
identifying the system known and unknown variables. These
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
variables depend on bus type. In the power system, there are
In
this
research,
the IEEE standard 14 Bus system is
three types of buses: Load bus that bus has no generator
connect to it, Generator bus that contains at least one analyzed. Figure 1 shows the single line diagram of the
generator connected to it and Slack bus. In power flow system. The bus data and line data of the system are given in
solution, the real and reactive power are known for the Load appendix A. The load on the buses (load buses) is increased
bus, called PQ bus. Also for generator bus, the real power and gradually, from normal loading in steps of 20 % until 200%.
the voltage magnitude are known so that Generator bus called Figure 2 shows the relation between buses voltages and
PV bus. While in Slack bus, the voltage level and angle are percent loading. It is clear that bus 14 voltage has the lowest
value in the system. Which means that bus 14 is the weakest
known.
Depending on bus type, the solution must be considered: bus in this system. Therefore, the STATCOM will be
for PQ bus the solution must be for voltage magnitude and connected to this bus. Furthermore, other studies reach the
angle, for PV bus the solution must be for voltage angle and same result [9, 10].
no solution needed for Slack bus. [13]
The Load Flow Program (LFP) is one of the most important
programs in the operation and planning of the power system
[8]. Therefore, companies and researchers interested in it and
prepared the first programs using digital computers. Where
the location of the static synchronous compensator
(STATCOM) was determined using the power flow program.
The same program can also be used to reach the appropriate
value of the required reactive power at different loads. Where
the three-phase power flow program is used by the digital
Fig 2 Relation between buses voltages and percent loading.
computers and to evaluate the methods of solution adopted for
power flow, the basis of comparison depends on the time
The study of voltage unbalance was carried out for two
needed to solve and the amount of storage needed in addition
general cases. First when two phases are similar and one
to access to the appropriate solution.
phase is different. The load on the different phase are taken to
be unity, 0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.8 0.75 and 0.7. Also the unbalance
IV. MITIGATION VOLTAGE UNBALANCE
on the weakest bus and other near and far buses. Furthermore,
Many researchers studied voltage unbalance problem as the cases of 100%, 150% and 200% loading are studied.
one of power quality problems and many considerations
When one phase load is different from the two other
introduced to deal with this problem.
phases, at bus 14. Figure 3A shows the relation between
In 2009Y. Xu and others proposed a three-phase IGBT power factors, of the different phase, with percent voltage
STATCOM for voltage and current unbalance; they introduce unbalance. The figure contains three loading cases 100, 150
an instantaneous power theory for control and calculation. and 200% above normal loading. It is clear that voltage
They also compare the simulation results for more than one unbalance increase as power factor decrease. Furthermore,
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voltage unbalance will increase as percent loading increase. standard permissible value. Therefore, compensation is
The maximum unbalance, in this case reaches 7.49% at 200% necessary. Equations 8 &9 were used to fine the proper value
loading and 0.7 power factor. This value is more than the of STATCOM compensation. Figure 4B shows the
permissible standard value, hence the system need percentage voltage unbalance at bus 9, with compensation.
compensation.
The maximum percentage unbalance voltage is 1.6%. This
The compensation is done according to the following relation: value occurs at 0.7 power factor and 200% loading. This
value is within the standard permissible value.
... 8
The average phase voltage is found first, using, equation 8,
to obtain the minimum unbalance voltage deviation must be
minimum, so:
………9
This is obtained using trial and error. Since the
STATCOM is connected to bus 14, complete voltage
rebalancing can be obtained; Since the STATCOM is not
connected to this bus. Figure 3B Shows the previous case
when the compensation is applied.

Fig- 4A - without compensation.

Fig -3A- without compensation.

Fig- 4B - with compensation.
Figure 4 relations between power factors and percent voltage
unbalance at bus 9 without and with compensation.

The two buses (10 and 12) are connected to bus 14 with two
transmission line. The case of voltage unbalance at bus 12 is
studied when one phase differs from the other two phases.
Three loading condition are studied, 100%, 150% and 200%.
Figure 5A shows the relation between power factors and
percent voltage unbalance without compensation. The
maximum percentage voltage unbalance of 5.45% occurs at
0.7 power factor and 200% loading. This value exceeds the
standard permissible value. Therefore, compensation is
necessary.
STATCOM addition at bus 14 will reduce voltage
unbalance. Figure 5 B shows the percentage voltage
unbalance at bus 12, with compensation. The maximum
percentage unbalance voltage is 1.43%. This value occurs at
0.7 power factor and 200% loading. This value is within the
standard permissible value.

Fig-3B- with compensation.
Figure 3 Relation between power factors, of the different
phase, with % voltage unbalance at bus 14 without and with
compensation.
The two buses (9 and 13) are connected to bus 14 with one
transmission line. The case of voltage unbalance at bus 9 is
studied when one phase differ from the other two phases.
Three loading condition are studied, 100%, 150% and 200%.
Figure 4A shows the relation between power factors and
percent voltage unbalance without compensation. The
maximum percentage voltage unbalance of 4.98% occurs at
0.7 power factor and 200% loading. This value exceed the
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Fig 6 Relation between power factors and percent voltage
unbalance.

Fig-5A- without compensation.

Figure 7B shows the relation between power factors and
percentage voltage unbalance at bus 13, with compensation.
The maximum percentage unbalance voltage is 2.02%. This
value occurs at 0.7 power factor and 200% loading. This
value is within the standard permissible value.

Fig –5B- with compensation.
Figure 5 relation between power factors and percent voltage
unbalance at bus 12 without and with compensation.

The second stage of tests, when the unbalance is in the three
phases. Phase A was imposed with a lagging power factor
0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.75 and 0.7. Phase B was a unity power
factor. While phase C was a leading power factor 0.95, 0.9,
0.85, 0.8, 0.75 and 0.7. The test was carried for three loading
conditions 100%, 150% and 200% over nominal loading.
The case of three-phase unbalance was applied, first to bus
14. Figure 6 shows the relation between power factors and
percent voltage unbalance at bus 14. The maximum
percentage unbalance voltage is 9.46%. This value occurs at
0.7 power factor and 200% loading. This value exceed the
maximum permissible standard value. Hence, compensation
is necessary. Since the STATCOM is connected to bus 14,
compensation will result in complete balancing.
Three-phase unbalance was applied to bus 13. Which is one
of the nearest buses to compensation bus 14. Figure 7A shows
the relation between power factors and percent voltage
unbalance at bus 13, without compensation. The maximum
percentage unbalance voltage is 6.09%. This value occurs at
0.7 power factor and 200% loading. This value exceed the
maximum permissible standard value. Hence, compensation
is necessary.

Fig -7A- without compensation.

Fig -7B- with compensation.
Fig 7 Relation between power factors and percent voltage
unbalance at bus 13, without and with compensation.

Three-phase unbalance was applied to bus 12. Which is one
of the two fare buses, two lines from the compensation bus 14.
Figure 8A shows the relation between power factors and
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percent voltage unbalance at bus 12, without compensation. cases. The study include three loading condition 100%, 150%
The maximum percentage unbalance voltage is 6.25%. This and 200% above nominal loading. Table 1 summarizes the
value occurs at 0.7 power factor and 200% loading. This results of all cases. It is clear from the table that voltage
value exceeds the maximum permissible standard value. unbalance of all the cases can be reduce to be within the
Hence, compensation is necessary.
standard permissible value.
Table 1 Results of studied Cases.
Equation 8&9 were used to fine the proper value of
STATCOM compensation. Figure 8B shows the relation
between power factors and percentage voltage unbalance at
bus 12, with compensation. The maximum percentage
unbalance voltage is 2.24%. This value occurs at 0.7 power
factor and 200% loading. This value is higher than the
standard permissible range by a small value.

VI. CONCLUSION
Unbalance voltage hurts all system components. In this
research, unbalance voltage due to load unbalance was
studied. IEEE Bus14 standard system was used to verify the
idea suggested. First, the weak bus was found, where the
compensation is to be added. Three-phase load flow program
was used, since the system is unbalance. Different cases of
unbalance loading were analyzed. Three loading condition
were taken, with different power factors in each case.
Unbalance voltages were calculated, for each case, using
standard equation. STATCOM compensations for each case
were calculated using a suggested formula. The analysis
without and with compensation for buses in the zone of weak
bus were given. All the results show that compensation can
retain voltage unbalance to be within the permissible standard
value.
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BUS

Voltage
Magnitude

NO

Per Unit

Min

Max

2

1.045

-40

50

3

1.01

0

40

6

1.07

-6

24

8

1.09

-6

24

Reactive Power Limit
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Table 5 Line data
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